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Definitions
•Let R be a domain. The absolute integral

closure of R, denoted by R+, is the integral
closure of R in an algebraic closure of its
fraction field.
•Let R be a commutative ring. R is said to be

coherent if every finitely generated ideal of R
is finitely presented.
•Let (R, m) be a local domain and let

v : R+ −→ Q ∪∞ be a valuation positive on
m. Let I be an ideal of R. The dagger
closure of I , I† is the set of all elements
x ∈ R such that there are elements u ∈ R+ of
arbitrarily small valuation with ux ∈ IR+

Motivation
•Clearly, noetherian rings are coherent and
coherence is a natural condition to ask in
non-noetherian (for example, analytic) situations.
•Although R+ is rarely noetherian, as
Aberbach-Hochster and Hochster-Hunecke
remark, it is an object of tremendous interest and
importance in commutative algebra.
•Hochster-Hunecke (1994) and Bhatt’s (2020)
results roughly state that R+ is (cohomologically)
Cohen-Macaulay in positive and mixed
characteristics and have led to progress on some
of the biggest problems in commutative algebra
and algebraic geometry.
•Aberbach-Hochster [1] prove R+ is not coherent
in positive characteristic by developing the
famous homological properties of perfect rings
(further explored by Bhatt-Scholze).

Slogan
Dagger closure captures failure of coherence;
there cannot be arbitrarily small elements in
finitely generated ideals.

MAIN RESULTS
Theorem A Let R be an equicharacteric zero noetherian (i.e. Q ⊂ R) complete local
domain such that dim(R) ≥ 2, then R+ is not coherent.
Corollary Let R be a noetherian complete local domain of mixed characteristic. If
dim(R) ≥ 3 then R+ is not coherent. This answers an explicit question of Asgharzadeh.
Theorem B Let R̂+ be the p-adic completion of R+ where R is of mixed characteristic.
If R̂+ is coherent, then it is a G.C.D domain. Similarly, if R is normal and of positive
characteristic and if Rperf = R

1
p∞ is coherent (i.e. R is ‘F -coherent’), then Rperf is a

G.C.D domain and hence R’s divisor class group is p∞-torsion.

•Corollary was known due to Asgharzadeh [2, Thm 6.6] when dim(R) ≥ 4. In contrast to Asgharzadeh’s
proof which uses the direct summand theorem (which in turn uses Scholze’s perfectoid spaces in an
essential way), or even the positive characteristic techniques of Aberbach-Hochster, our proof is
elementary. Corollary follows from Theorem A by a short localization (at p) argument.
•The proof of Theorem B largely follows ideas of Aberbach and Hochster after using the corresponding
homological properties of perfectoid rings and a recent result of Heitmann.
• It follows from basic commutative algebra that R+ is always coherent when dim(R) = 1.

Proof of Theorem A (outline)
We may assume dim(R) = 2 and R to be the (completion of the) cone over an elliptic curve R =
k[[x, y, z]]/(x3 + y3 + z3) by using standard techniques. There is a multiplication by n map on R (in
general morphisms of projective varieties do not correspond to morphisms of corresponding graded rings,
this uses vanishing theorems of abelian varieties) and a corresponding map on cohomology. Unwinding the
definitions and iterating this map, one gets that there are elements of arbitrarily small valuations in the
ideal ((x, y) :R+ z2). If R+ was coherent then the ideal ((x, y) :R+ z2) would be finitely generated, which is
a contradiction. Unfortunately there are several intricacies involved while working with valuations, hence
instead of the (inexplicit) multiplication by n map we use a very explicit dagger computation of Roberts,
Singh, and Srinivas.

•Dagger closure is poorly understood in characteristic zero. In positive characteristic it is well studied as it
agrees with tight closure under mild assumptions.

Insightful Remark
Why does our proof not work in characteristic p? We need ((x, y) :R+ z2) above to be a proper ideal. In
positive characteristic this is false due to the deep result of Smith [3]. In characteristic zero this easily
follows from the fact that normal rings split from every module finite extension by the ‘averaged’ trace
map.

Further Questions
• (Shimomoto) Does every noetherian domain
map to a coherent Cohen-Macaulay algebra?
•Let I be an ideal generated by a system of
parameters in a mixed characteristic complete
local domain R. Is the dagger closure of I , I+,
the same as its R̂+-closure = IR̂+ ∩R?

•The answer to the first question is yes for
F -coherent domains - if Rperf is coherent then it
is Cohen-Macaulay. This has applications to tight
closure theory and hence the notion of coherence
is important even from the perspective of
F -singularities.
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